Abstract. Modern physics theories claim that the dynamics of interfaces between the two-phase is described by the evolution equations involving the curvature and various kinematic energies. We consider the motion of spiral-shaped polygonal curves by its crystalline curvature, which deserves a mathematical model of real crystals. Exploiting the comparison principle, we show the local existence and uniqueness of the solution.
Introduction
The analysis on the growth and the motion of interfaces between the two-phase is an important problem in material sciences.
Modern physics theories developed in [11] state that the dynamics of the interface is described by the equation
In this paper, on the other hand, we investigate the motion of spiral-shaped curves by their crystalline curvature. The curves we consider spiral out to infinity, with one end being fixed at the origin; they are not represented by the level set of a scalar function nor a graph. For these curves, however, the governing ODE system becomes infinite order and the comparison principle established in [7] does not seem to hold. We circumvent these points by an approximation argument and applying the comparison principle to these approximated equations. Our aim is then to prove the short-time existence of solutions to the original infinite system of ODEs. We also show the uniqueness of the solution for this system.
The spiral-shaped crystals are known to exist in reality. For example, we recall mono-molecular spirals observed on the (0001) face of SiC [16, 18, 22] . These spirals are reported to obey the normal velocity equation (1) (see [16, 18] ). One of our motivations of research is to model these fascinating patterns mathematically rigorously. As a first attempt, we assume that the underlying Wullf diagram of our spirals is a regular polygon and consider the case b = 1, F = 0 and f being piecewise unity, for simplicity. For details, see the assumptions (A1), (A2) and (A3) in Section 2. Furthermore, we focus our attention on the existence of solutions up to the first singularity. Even under these settings, the problem is technically complicated and our results seem to be new. Numerical investigations are made on the spirals with different conditions, which shows various aspects of our problem.
We end this introduction with recalling briefly the spirals appeared in other areas, for completeness of our exposition. It is well known that spiral patterns are commonly observed in a variety of biological and chemical systems; perhaps the most famous one is presented in the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reagent. Much attention has been paid to understand these phenomena both numerically and analytically, based on various mathematical models. See for instance [12, 15, 17, 27] and the references therein. Compared to these, the mathematical studies on spirals in crystals seem to be rarely attempted [26] . We remark that the simplest curvature evolution, which is known as the curve shortening equation, also produces spiral-shaped solutions [14] .
With regard to an application of the method of crystalline algorithm to other problems, we refer for instance to a recent work by Almgran [1] . For higher dimensional case, see [8] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the problem and state our main results. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1. Some numerical examples are exhibited in Section 4. We discuss further problems in Section 5.
Formulation and results
We begin with basic formulations on the motion of polygonal curves by crystalline curvature. We mainly follow the expositions in [20, 21, 25] , to which we refer for more detail.
Suppose the spiral-shaped polygonal curve S(t) is given for each t in some interval. Without loss of generality, we assume that
, · · · be the line segments of S(t), numbering from the origin and let l i (t) denote the length of L i (t). The origin is kept fixed during the evolution. The unit normal vector ν i to L i (t) will be oriented outwardly and independent of t. The set N of possible orientation ν i is finite, which appears in the so-called Wulff crystal [23] ; that is, the unique crystal which minimizes the surface energy at the fixed enclosed area. We remark that L i (t) is contained in {x ∈ R 2 |x·ν i = d i (t)}, where d i (t) represents the distance from the origin to the line containing L i (t). Moreover, we restrict our attention to the case that ν i+1 is attained by turning ν i left for every i. (See Fig. 1 .)
The crystalline curvature K i (t) on each L i (t) is now formulated as
where the angle θ i is defined by the one between ν i−1 and ν i ; i.e., cos θ i = ν i−1 · ν i . For the derivation, we refer to the equation (12) of [11] . It is well-known that K i (t) is the derivative of the length with respect to the area under the normal motion of entire edges [20, 24] , and hence naturally extends the notion of the "smooth" Figure 1 . Example of spiral shaped polygonal curve.
curvature. Since the geometry yields
the basic equation of the crystalline motion is then reduced to the ODE system for d i (t). Namely, the equation (1) with b = 1, F = 0 and f being piecewise unity is reduced to
We remark that d 0 (t) ≡ 0 in our setting. If we differentiate (4) once, we obtain the equivalent system for the unknowns
We will rather discuss this system in course of proof. See (8) below.
To proceed further, we impose the following assumptions (A1, A2, A3) which our spirals should satisfy.
(A1) The angle θ i between ν i and ν i−1 identically equals 2π/n for all i, where n is a positive integer.
for all i and the equality does not hold for every consecutive n; i.e., we have
The assumption (A1) means that the set N of the normals is essentially the same one as regular n-polygons. (A1) should be fulfilled under the evolution, while (A2) and (A3) are the initial conditions. We remark that (A1) and (A2) make the ODE system (3) infinite order. We conclude this section with remarks concerning the assumptions. (A2) and (A3) do not necessarily imply the monotonicity of l i (0). It may happen that l i (0) > l i+n (0) . Moreover, we can devise a spiral satisfying (A1) through (A3) and
Nevertheless, (A2) and (A3) suffice to show the solvability of the initial value problem. Next a loop is able to be formed without the strict inequality about d i (0) for the consecutive n; a loop would require Fig. 3 ). We investigate this situation further in numerical examples.
Proof of theorem
To prove our results we employ an approximation argument. Fix some integer N and we put l N N (t) = ∞, where the superscript indicates the finite truncation. We consider
From assumption (A1), the first equation of (7) becomes
where θ = 2π/n and
Describing the problem in terms of the crystalline curvature K N i , we have the approximated problem for (6) .
Note that we have imposed d N −1 = −∞ in order to be consistent with the equation (4) . Throughout this section, we use the next elementary comparison lemma. Although, to our knowledge, there seems to be no explicit presentation in the literature, we believe that the property itself is known to specialists. Lemma 1. Suppose there exists t 1 > 0 such that a j (t) and b j (t) are continuous functions for 0 < i < N,
then we have
We give a sketch of proof for completeness.
Proof of Lemma 1. Assume that u i (t) takes negative value. We set w i (t) := e Ct u i (t). Here, C is a constant which satisfies C + b i (t) < 0 for all i and 0 ≤ t ≤ t 1 . From the assumption w i (t) attains negative minimum at some point (i 0 , t 0 ); 0 < i 0 < N and 0 < t ≤ t 1 . At this point, we have
We also have
These inequalities lead a contradiction. Hence u i (t) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ N and 0 ≤ t ≤ t 1 . P Using above comparison lemma and arguing just like as in [5] , we can easily show that the solution for (8) blows-up in finite time.
Lemma 2. There exists T < ∞ independent of N such that lim
t→T max i |K N i (t)| = ∞.
Proof of Lemma 2. For sufficiently small positive c, we define
From the comparison lemma, we have
We define J N (t) as follows,
, we obtain the following estimate, cos θ) ,
where λ := cos(θ/2)−cos θ 1−cos θ > 0. From this inequality we can easily obtain the upper bound for the blow-up time T ,
we have proved this lemma. P
We can estimate the duration of evolving spiral S(t) from below. From assumption (A3)' this lower bound is seen to be independent of N . 
Lemma 3. There exists T 0 independent of N such that spiral S(t) does not collapse for
from which we find there exists T (k) > 0 such that
We can choose k so that
which is a contradiction. We conclude that d 
From Gronwall's inequality we obtain for t
where we denote {k i (t)} by k(t) and k := sup 0≤i≤M |k i |. T 0 is the same as in Lemma 3. We note that a constant C depends only on the bounds of K Tending N and M to infinity in inequality (9), we see that {K N i (t)} is a Cauchy sequence. By using the same argument for dk i /dt, we can show that there exist limit functions
Extending to the maximal time interval, we have proved the existence part of Theorem 1. 2. Uniqueness. Suppose there exist two solutions K i (t) and K i (t) for (6) . For fixed N and T > 0 we may assume that for some 0 < i 0 ≤ N, max
From the semidiscretized version of maximum principle, i 0 = N . Since N is arbitrary, we conclude that K i (t) = K i (t) for all i from the boundary condition at i = ∞. P
Numerical examples
In this section we show several numerical examples. For this numerical simulation we employ Euler discretization of equation (8) . As to the detailed numerical analysis under other settings, we refer to [19] .
The first example deals with the situation described in Theorem 1. From Figure 2 , we can see that the facets, which are far from the origin, almost never move. The 0th segment is seen to shrink first. In this case, we can continue our process numerically after the singularity by renumbering i + 1 to i.
In the second example, the initial spirals does not satisfy the assumption (A2) and has a loop. The existence of a loop seems unrealistic and it may give just a mathematical toy model, which shows the justification of (A2) in a sense. In this situation, anyway, singularity develops by extinction of this loop, provided the initial loop is small enough. See Figure 3 .
In the third example, we drop the assumption (A1); the angles θ i do not necessarily coincide with the single value. This means that the corresponding crystals exhibit anisotropy, whose mathematical analysis seems to become much complicated. See Figure 4 . 
Discussion
We have investigated the evolution of spiral-shaped polygonal curves by its crystalline curvature in its simplest case. The short term existence of solutions to the infinite order ordinary differential equations is shown via the approximation and the comparison principle to the truncated system. The uniqueness of these solutions is also proved. The case that the Wulff diagram is a regular polygon is treated [observe the assumption (A1)]; our methods seem to need modifications in order to apply it directly to other cases. We remark that the articles which treat the motion of a graph as well as reference [7] do not impose such restriction concerning the Wulff diagram. Unfortunately, these results seem to require generalizations in order to be directly applicable to our problem. Moreover, in real experiments, a container would be present and hence the infiniteness of our ODE system seems unrealistic. In this regard, our finite approximation schemes may be interpreted as a natural model, since the part of curves far from the origin would have little effect on the whole dynamics.
